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When Wren Fairchild wakes up in a strange and icy land with no memory of how she arrived there,

hypothermia is the least of her problems. Not only does she have no idea how she ended up in a

Light Elf kingdom, she has no idea who she even isâ€”let alone what she is. When she meets

Greyson St. Clair, the fiercely loyal Consul to Queen Mia of Ã•lfheimr, he makes it clear he does not

trust Wren right from the start, so when fate throws the two of them together, things are bound to get

awkward.As they journey to the one place that might reveal the truth about Wrenâ€™s mysterious

past, she discovers that nothing happens by accident and the deception of few may have the power

to unravel the future of many.Full of adventure, humor, romance and a few familiar faces,

Nightingale is sure to satisfy fans of the Lark Trilogy.
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I couldn't sleep Ã°ÂŸÂ’Â¤last night , because of pain in my back and legs so I decided to read

Ã°ÂŸÂ“Â–. But my tbr pile has 6000 books. How do I choose? Scrolling through my books and

finally see NIGHTINGALE.... What What I mean why haven't I read it yet....crazy I can't believe I



haven't read it yet. Well I plunge right in and begin to read, next thing I know it's 3am and I finished

it!! Oh my so very much in love with this book. The banter between Greyson and Wren was

wonderful. Loved Ã°ÂŸÂ’Âž it!!!

I love every single thing this lady writes and Nightingale is no exception.Like so many others, i urged

her for more Greyson and she didn't disappoint.In this book we are introduced to the mysterious

Wren, whom loathes Grey the first moment she meets him. He is brooding and grumpy and a bit of

a jerk, but that's only due to his broken heart - caused by Mia when she fell in love with someone

else.Grey thought he was destined to be alone for the rest of his miserable existence... until he

meets Wren.I won't spoil this for you because you'll have to read this fantastic fantasy / paranormal

book for yourself.I recommend you read the Lark series by Erica first before this, just so you have

the background story and the reason behind Grey's behaviour in this book, but it is not necessary to

enjoy this.If you love authors like Sarah J Maas and Cassandra Clare you will love Erica Cope and

Nightingale!

Nightingale is the book Lark fans have long been waiting for! When sassy Wren finds herself in a

cold and mysterious land with no memory of how she got there or who she is, it is clear that she is in

trouble.  Nightingale is full of twists and turns at every beautiful door. Cope has once again brought

readers back into the elvish world and woven a story of light and dark, good and evil. If you loved

Lark, you'll love to pick up where you left off and come back to the mystical, magical home of the

light elves in Nightingale.

Erica Cope has done it again!!! I have been on the edge of my seat waiting for Nightingale to be

released, and I am not disappointed! If you enjoy stories of elves and Norse mythology, the Lark

trilogy and Nightingale are definitely musts to check out! Although Nightingale is a continuation of

the series, it is not necessary to read the Lark trilogy beforehand (although I highly recommend

thatyou do!). I was always a huge fan of Grey, and when Erica announced she was going to write

his story, I was ecstatic. I only wish the story would have delved a little further into the whole

Ragnrok background, and what it is all about-for readers not up to speed with Norse mythology and

what happens at Ragnrok. All in all, fantastic read!!!

This book could be read alone but I highly encourage that all of the Lark series be read. These

books are a fun read and I have to force myself to put them down. I wasn't sure I would be as crazy



over this book because I wasn't all that in love with Greyson's character in the first novels. I was

pleasantly surprised to find I was wrong. Also I loved that Mia and Jacoby were back and cute as

ever. Still holding out hope we get a prequel Jacoby narrative.Happy Reading!

I love this book, it's captivating and suspenseful. It hooked me from page one. I would recommend it

for teens and up. :):):)

This book was so good I couldn't put it down. I was sad finishing the Lark trilogy because Grey was

left so brokenhearted. So seeing this pop up in my emails....I just had to read it straight away. I

loved the whole book! The characters were well written; there was good humour; lovely romantic

parts and of course a HEA for Grey and Wren. I highly recommend this book.

As a fan of the Lark trilogy, I blazed through Nightingale, literally not putting it down for the final third

of the book. It was really satisfying to watch Greyson meet his match while spending time with so

many old favorites, in addition to several great new characters. A fun, quick read, sure to delight

Lark fans and readers new to the series alike!
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